
AS Biology Holiday Task 
 

1. Read through the list of key scientific discoveries in biology listed below. 
Look up any words that you do not understand.  

Select the 20 discoveries that you consider to be the most significant and 
use these to construct a timeline. Be prepared to justify your choices. 

2. Next select three scientific discoveries to research further and write a 
paragraph on each one. Be prepared to discuss why you think each one is 
important. Remember to reference your sources (e.g. include full web 
address and date accessed). 

The task should take two hours to complete. 
 

Bring your completed task when you start college in September  
or to your first AS Biology lesson (if this is later in the week). 

 
Some key scientific discoveries in biology: 
 
1275  First record of human dissection  
1377  City of Ragusa used isolation ("quarantina") to protect citizens from 

plague victims  
1546  Fracastoro presented first theory that diseases are contagious 
1590 Janssen developed first compound microscope 
1628  William Harvey published An Anatomical Exercise on the Motion of the 

Heart and Blood in Animals  
1633  Quinine first used in treatment of malaria 
1661  Malpighi observed capillaries (small blood vessels) 
1663  Robert Hooke first described cells in cork using a microscope 
1674  Leeuwenhoek observed and described bacteria and protozoa 
1735  Linnaeus wrote System Naturae to classify living organisms 
1772  Priestly observed that plants release oxygen 
1795  British Navy used limes to prevent scurvy  
1796  Edward Jenner developed smallpox vaccination 
1831  Robert Brown identified the nucleus of a cell  
1838  Schleiden proposed that all plants are composed of cells 
1839  Schwann proposed that all animal tissues are composed of cells 
1856  Louis Pasteur stated that microorganisms produce fermentation 
1858  Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace independently proposed a theory 

of biological evolution by means of natural selection  
1858  Virchow proposed that cells can only arise from pre-existing cells 
1866 Gregor Mendel published his discoveries of genetics in peas 
1869  Friedrich Miescher discovered nucleic acids in the nuclei of cells 
1875  Mitosis in plants described  
1882  Mitosis in animals described 
1885  Meiosis discovered 
1897  Mitochondria first discovered 



1902  Chromosomal theory of inheritance proposed 
1902  Sutton suggested that genes are physical units on chromosomes 
1902  Landsteiner announced four "blood types" 
1903 Walter Sutton proposed that chromosomes contain genetic material 
1905  Blackman showed that photosynthesis involves both "light" and "dark" 

reactions 
1907  Ivan Pavlov demonstrated conditioned responses with salivating dogs  
1913  Vitamin A discovered 
1920  Insulin first isolated 
1927  Muller discovered x-rays induce mutations in chromosomes 
1928  Alexander Fleming discovered the first antibiotic, penicillin  
1932  Development of first electron microscope 
1935  Konrad Lorenz described the imprinting behaviour of young birds 
1937  Hans Krebs discovered the citric acid cycle (now called Krebs cycle) 
1941  One gene - one enzyme hypothesis proposed 
1948  Chargaff showed that in DNA the number of guanine units equals the 

number of cytosine units and the number of adenine units equals the 
number of thymine units  

1952  Hershey and Chase demonstrated that DNA contains the genetic 
material 

1953  Stanley Miller showed that amino acids can be formed when simulated 
lightning is passed through vessels containing water, methane, 
ammonia, and hydrogen 

1953  James Watson and Francis Crick proposed the double-helix structure 
of DNA 

1955 Palade discovered ribosomes, where proteins are synthesised 
1958  Meselson and Stahl proved that DNA replication is semiconservative 
1961 Jacob and Monod investigated the control of gene expression in the 

lac operon 
1966  Lynn Margulis proposed the endosymbiotic theory, that the eukaryotic 

cell is a symbiotic union of primitive prokaryotic cells  
1966  Complete genetic code established 
1967  Dr. Christian Bernard performed the first heart transplant  
1977  Frederick Sanger developed a rapid gene sequencing technique  
1978  First test tube baby born 
1983  AIDS linked to HIV 
1983  Kary Mullis developed the Polymerase Chain Reaction to produce 

many copies of a DNA sequence 
1984  Alec Jeffreys devised a genetic fingerprinting method 
1990  Anderson et al. performed the first approved gene therapy on a human 

patient  
1996  Dolly the sheep was born, the first clone of an adult mammal 

2000 Genetic engineering of ‘Golden Rice’; rice that produces  carotene to 
help prevent vitamin A deficiency 

2001 Nobel prize awarded to Nurse, Hunt and Hartwell for work on genes 
that control the cell cycle 

2003  Complete human genome sequence published 


